
Metric Spaces and Topology
Lecture 1

Prerequisits. Theset of reals 1, inf/sup and their existence for

bounded sets (order-completenes).

Def. lt Xbe a set. Ametric on Xis a function d:XxX->[0,0)
such that

↓
For all implies

(i) d(x, x) =0 XxEX (i))(d(x,y) =0 x=y)Nxy+X.
(ii) Symmetry:d(x, 3) = d(y,x) Ux,30X.
(iii)Triangle inequality (A-inequality): d(x,z) =d(x() +d(y,z)

VX,3,ZCX,
Theset X equipped with a metric & is called a metric space (X,d).
For 128 al xCX, B8(x):=3yEX: d(x,y)< r) is called
the(openball atxof raduis r. Omit the superscript if it's dear.

Examples and non-examples. IRwiththe usual metric d(x,3):= (x-y).
Check that this is a metric.

Theopen balls in this metric space are precisely the bounded

open intervals. Indeed, (a,b) =(x- b, x+ba), where x ==tb

(j)
=

B(x).



IR or any other set X with the discrete metric:

d(x,y):=4bitxtmee
10.W.)

Ruth(Plirt. This a meticdeene

Es(n+++1(51)"2 (x -7.

Proof.(x +- -z)=(x -31 +1 -z +20V..2(x-y(t (y-z)
I(x-z).

1R with (x,3):= (x-3). This is nota metric bense

(x- z) =(x - y +3-z)((x- y) +15 -z)) =(x-yp+
*

+(z -z) +2(x-y)/y-z)
F

> (argl-l-z1?2/ nasInequality fails.
HW.*Form a conjecture as to for which functions f:(0,0) = (0,0)

it is true that ifa is a metric on a at X, then
so is f(d). Prove your conjective.
Hint. Concave/convexmonotone.

Convexity, f: IR-IPis convey hereasasareconcre

(It)f(s).



(RC with "Epix,n=1+(x -yz), the Enclidean distance.

Thisis a unit ball in 12 with de: -----
I

↑:

1
1

d,(x,y) =
=(x- y1 +(x-ye).B(x):==

.

Thiscalled the New York histance

IFl
da(x,y) ==max((x, - y,),(xu- yz)), B00(x) = ==

.-

Vpz), dp(x) == ((xi-y,)+1x2 - 3y()
+
HW*show thathis

is a metric.

·i= HWPShow ithim dp =d.

If (x,d) is a metric space of YEX, then the restriction
of do YxY is a metic on Y, ucking (v,diis



a metric
space. We abuse the rotation at just write (i, d).

ForgeY, the ball Begy) is just B8(z) 1Y.
For example:X:

=(R2, Y =

=(0,0) x(0,0).

jo YBdl(y).


